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3 things YOU must do to 

protect your critical files 

Business professionals now face their greatest threats in history: managing a dynamic 
workforce, risks to health and safety, and hidden but sophisticated digital enemies. In 2020, 
ransomware cases grew 150% -- and since COVID-19, the FBI reported a 300% increase in 
reported cybercrimes. 

 Protect your account

Do not use social security number for            
PIN/passwords, use strong password

 Protect your computers, cell phones and other 
mobile devices


Install anti-virus software to update 
automatically

Never leave devices logged on unattende

 Keep your information secure

Be alert of suspicious phone calls/texts

Ensure secure digital storag

 Practice safe web browsing

Think before you click

Only allow pop-ups from recognizable 
websites
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Take precautions

We have even more precautions you can take — take a look here 

Every 39 seconds, there is a new 
attack somewhere on the web. 



As business professionals ourselves, 
we’ve benefited greatly from the 
advice of others. This is why we’ve 
created this paper to pay it forward. 



While nothing is 100% foolproof 
against bad actors, there are a few 
things you can do NOW to protect 
yourselves. 



Protect Yourself
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The problem with...

Control access to all important files

Ensure your storage system has these items:
Easy to use, clean UI 

Reminders & delegation to get documents

Automatic activity tracking to save time

Easy VIP customer service hotline

Files on laptop

Email storage

Online storage

Paper Limited accessibility on devices, costly ($100k+)

Can lose work if computer crashes, virus attacks,

stolen computer

Not created for file storage, weak security of files, 
hacking/stealing of information is common

Google Drive Difficult to oversee sharing permissions, access to 
folder = access to all documents, Google can 
intercept information (not private)

Single user access can help avoid other users 
seeing your private files
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The pandemic forced a much 
greater dependence on digital files 
to run your business -- from 
clients (e.g, insurance) to private 
data (e.g., accounting) to who has 
access (e.g., construction). 



Most small firms can easily 
increase security by limiting 
access to a single use.

Tighten Access

Many over-featured services 
focus on multi-user access which 
can be unsafe. A lot of storage 
services are made for 
independent, premium small 
business owners, entrepreneurs, 
and independent service 
providers leaving others behind. 
Protect your business with the 
right storage solution—and get 
back to winning clients.


The Right Fit

Mobile access

Enterprise / Professional grade security

Single user access only - collaboration elsewhere

Fully customizable - organize the way that fits 

Pick the right partner

It’s your time to get back in control. Protect your 
critical business files — for your eyes only.
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